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All AV Options AC Products are treated with 
our AVO Deep-Cryo process. 
Find more information on our website at 
http://www.avoptions.com/about/deep-cryo 

When new, our Tibia and TibiaPlus AC cables, 
Hubbell duplex wall outlet and SuperWiremold Power 
Strip will present with a low noise floor and clarity 
but will have a slight glare for the first 24-72 hours 
being powered up and playing music. Full break-in 
can take up to 4 weeks. As you go through the 
break-in period you’ll note the glare going away  
and the sound becoming more organic, relaxed  
and coherent. At the same time the initial clarity, 
dynamics and low noise floor will be consistent.  

The full AV Options AC Products loom provides  
any quality audio or video system with a low noise, 
musical foundation. Excellent value for money!

NOTES :

  All of our Tibia / TibiaPlus / Tibia C7 AC cables   
 need to be carefully but firmly and fully inserted   
 into the AC inlet connector (IEC or C8) on the 
 component.

   AC Polarity: Our Tibia C7 cable will offer better   
 performance being plugged in one way with 
 products like Mac Mini, Apple TV, Sonos, Naim   
 Mu-So, etc. Once broken-in you can try either 

 direction. The correct side will have more detail   
 and a more open relaxed midrange. You can mark
  the correct orientation with white-out or similar so
  you can remember the orientation in the event    
 you need to unplug the cable. We do not advise   
 using our Tibia C7 cable replacing any C7 cable   
 with polarized AC blades (for example on products  
 such as cable or satellite set top boxes, etc.).

   Hubbell Deep-Cryo AC outlet installation:
 Installation by a licensed electrician in accordance
 with national and local electrical codes is strongly  
 recommended.

   Dedicated AC circuit(s): Either 15amp or 20amp  
 is highly recommended. Consult with a licensed  
 electrician for installation. The benefits of a new   
 house AC panel (Square D commercial grade   
 for example) or sub-panel for your dedicated AC  
 circuit and best practices for the house ground   
 are cumulative and highly recommended as well.

   If you are using TibiaPlus or AC cables with   
 equivalent size or larger AC plugs and need 
 more than 5 outlets, you can use 2 AV Options 
 SuperWiremold Deep-Cryo Power Strips. As 
 long as they are plugged into the same duplex   
 AC wall outlet, you are good to go. It is highly 
 recommended that this outlet is upgraded to our 
 Hubbell Deep-Cryo AC outlet, and that circuit 
 is a dedicated AC circuit.

Thank you for purchasing AV Options AC Products. 
The information below will help you get the maximum performance and musical enjoyment.
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